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In addition to the people she has touched individually through her work in these
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Leadership for a Multicultural Age and The Power of Latino Leadership, which has
recently been translated into Spanish (El Poder del Liderazgo Latino).
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Juana’s groundbreaking work has, for decades, received recognition. Recent honors
include Denver’s Martin Luther King, Jr. Award for Social Responsibility (2008) and
Colorado Unique Woman of the Year (2009). In 2015 the Colorado Diversity Council
named her one of Colorado’s Most Powerful and Influential Women.
Immigrating to the United States as a child from Nicaragua, Juana was the first person in
her family to go to college. She credits her parents and their “vision, determination, and
sacrifice” for teaching her the “essence of Servant Leadership.”
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Ready to Serve
on ILA’s Board?
by Cheryl Getz, Chair, ILA Board Development Committee; Associate Professor &
Director of Leadership Minor, University of San Diego

Nomination Deadline: 10 June 2016
Download Packet (pdf) | Download Form (doc)
Submit to: swilsey@ila-net.org

Cheryl Getz at ILA’s 2014 Conference in San Diego

The International Leadership Association is seeking
dedicated and enthusiastic members to serve on its board of
directors. I hope that you will consider nominating yourself
or another qualified ILA member for consideration. The ILA
is a community of scholars, practitioners, educators, and
consultants who strive to promote a deeper understanding
of leadership knowledge and practice. The ILA Board is
committed to the ILA’s mission and vision, and, as such,
works collegially along with ILA members to increase
ethical and effective leadership on a global scale.

for developing the needed policies and processes that
will serve as a foundation for the ILA’s ongoing global
expansion.
This is a three-year, unpaid, volunteer commitment with
a two-term limit. This term begins January 1, 2017 and
ends December 31, 2019. Board members cover their
own membership, meeting, conference, and retreat related
expenses — or have an agreement with their institution for
financial support. Each board member is also expected to
make an annual financial gift within their means to the ILA.

The strength of the ILA Board of Directors is its mix
of talents, experiences, perspectives, and expertise. It
is composed of 12-18 experienced and accomplished
professionals who are notable in their field, knowledgeable
about the ILA, and deeply committed to its success. Each
year, about one-third of the board members’ terms expire
creating opportunities to serve. Recruitment for board
positions takes advantage of this, seeking continuously to
improve the board’s diversity of location, demographics, and
experience by looking proactively at the whole board in this
light. We seek also to encourage other service in one of the
many alternatives that contribute to the ILA’s mission.

If you are interested in being considered for a board position,
please review the Board Interest Packet, ensure that you
generally meet or exceed the qualifications, complete the
Board Interest Form, and submit it by June 10th to swilsey@
ila-net.org.
The ILA’s Board Development Committee will review
and evaluate candidates based on the ILA’s strategic
priorities and the criteria approved by the board of directors.
Shortlisted candidates will be interviewed during July and
August. The committee will submit our recommendations to
the full ILA Board in September for consideration.

As the ILA continues to grow and expand globally, the
selection of its governance leaders remains critical to its
success. The board of directors is responsible for the growth
and sustainability of the ILA. It develops and oversees
implementation of the ILA strategic plan; establishes and
monitors goals and objectives; works with the CEO to
establish fiscal, personnel, and programmatic policies;
and ensures legal compliance. At this stage of the ILA’s
development, the ILA Board of Directors bears responsibility

International Leadership Association

Thank you for your continued participation in the ILA. You
are part of the unique composition of scholars, practitioners,
educators, and consultants whose collective work in this
association can deepen the public’s understanding of all
aspects of effective and ethical leadership for the common
good. We appreciate your willingness to consider this
important governance position.
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2017 Leadership Education Academy - Call for Facilitators
Deadline: 10 June 2016, 17:00 EDT | View Facilitator Application Information
ILA is pleased to announce that our 2017 Leadership
Education Academy (LEA) will take place in the first week
of August in North America. The exact dates and location
are being finalized and will be shared in the coming months.

The 2015 LEA, which took place in Orlando, Florida,
brought together nearly 60 leadership educators and 10
facilitators over the course of three days to explore, enhance,
and deepen leadership knowledge and pedagogical practices.
The success of LEA was both personal for us and served as
an indicator that we truly created an experience that helped
develop — personally and professionally — the capacities
of leadership educators in an intentional and developmental
way. We could not have created, nor delivered, such an
experience without the dedication, wisdom, and contribution
of our amazing LEA facilitators.

As the LEA team plans for the 2017 Leadership Education
Academy, we are seeking experienced leadership educators
to serve in the incredibly important role of LEA Facilitator.
Facilitators will meet monthly beginning in July 2016 to
shape the curriculum and resources of the program leading
up to the August 2017 event. During the academy, facilitators
will engage in both large and small group facilitation as well
as coaching of leadership educators. We cannot emphasize
how influential the facilitators are to the program. One
participant from 2015’s inaugural academy put it best, “I
was so very pleased by the willingness that participants
and presenters exhibited in sharing their expertise, their
resources, and their strengths and weaknesses so we could all
become better at what we do in leadership education.”

If you are interested in serving as a facilitator, please read
the facilitator application information — including roles
& responsibilities and selection criteria — and be sure to
complete the application form by the June 10th deadline.
Thank you! Corey Seemiller & Dan Jenkins, LEA Co-Chairs

PhD in Leadership and Change

Engaging you in the
research and practice of
leading change

• Live anywhere, work full-time, earn your PhD
• Personalized faculty attention coupled with
three face to face meetings a year
• Innovative interdisciplinary curriculum
• Internationally renowned faculty
• Vibrant and diverse global learning community
• Award-winning dissertations
• Graduation rates that far exceed the national
average
• Socially engaged research and practice that
advances positive change

>>

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED. The next cohort begins July 2016.
Antioch.edu/phd |

toll free: 877-800-9466 |

International Leadership Association
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PAUSE for Pedagogy

The Dynamics of Inclusive Leadership Education:
Discussion as Leadership Pedagogy
The theme of this year’s annual global conference is The
Dynamics of Inclusive Leadership. Recent research suggests
that leadership educators are modeling inclusiveness by
facilitating learning environments that utilize discussionbased pedagogies more so than any other instructional
strategy (Jenkins, 2012 & 2013). Moreover, this trend
extends beyond the classroom to online environments
(Jenkins, 2016). Arguably, discussion-based pedagogies
model inclusive behaviors, emphasize the use of
empowerment in the classroom (Cross, 2002), and are
consistent with “inclusivity” (as defined by Komives,
Lucas, & McMahon, 2013) as a means of understanding
how different groups or individuals might approach issues
from different perspectives, maintain attitudes that respect
differences, and value equity and involvement. How
leadership educators teach and, more specifically, how they
facilitate learning through discussion, should model by
example how they want students to facilitate leadership and
change when they return from class to their organizations.

isn’t something you do to people. It’s something you do
with them” (Jackson, 2006). As a leadership educator, being
inclusive embraces having the skills to develop the talents of
one’s students — as if they were members of a developing
organization — so they can be readily involved. In this
way, “inclusiveness breeds new leadership and creates a
positive cycle that sustains the quality of an organization
over time” (Komives, Lucas, & McMahon, 2007, p. 86).
Correspondingly, leadership educators should empower
students to be active contributors, adding their perspective
and insight to the teaching and learning process. Likewise,
hoarding power in leadership (or in the classroom) risks
negative responses from others that contradict positive group
goals and objectives.
Pause for Pedagogy. Let’s take a deeper look at discussion
pedagogy. According to Kasulis (1982), a class discussion
has three dimensions: (a) Content (what the class is about);
(b) Process (how the class is functioning); and (c) People
(who is involved in the process). Thus, the content is the
purpose of the class. According to Komives et al. (2007),
how a purpose is achieved (the process) is just as important
as the outcome. How goals are accomplished and how others
are involved in the process matters greatly in the leadership
process. Or in this case, how the class is functioning
during a discussion is just as important as the teaching and
learning goals established by the instructor. Instructors can
further model this approach by understanding the people
in the process and valuing and actively engaging diversity
in views, approaches, styles, and aspects of individuality,
such as gender or culture, that add multiple perspectives to
a group’s activity and is what being inclusive is all about.

In an organization, being inclusive can mean having the
skills that develop members’ talents and readily involves
them, listening with empathy, and communicating with
civility. Accordingly, “empowering environments are
learning climates,” in which people expect successes yet
know they can learn from failures or mistakes; equally, “it
is important to establish organizational environments that
empower others to do and be their best” (Komives et al.,
2013, p. 94-95). Similarly, effective positional leaders know
that their power and ability to be effective comes from the
members of their group — their participants (Kouzes &
Posner, 2012). As Ken Blanchard reminds us, “Leadership

About PAUSE for Pedagogy
PAUSE for Pedagogy is a new featured column in ILA’s Member Connector that draws from the latest research to delve
into innovative practices in leadership education and development. Written for both the experienced as well as those
new to the profession, this column will add tools to readers’ pedagogical toolboxes. Have a great tip to share? Contact
Debra DeRuyver at dderuyver@ila-net.org.
We are pleased to have Dan Jenkins, past chair of ILA’s Leadership Education Member Interest Group, start off this
column, with a PAUSE tying leadership pedagogy back to the theme of this year’s upcoming annual global conference in
Atlanta.
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later on — where you openly discuss not only what good
discussion looks like, but also what good participation looks
like in that model. Be intentional to identify the roles of the
students and the instructor in your model — remember, good
discussion pedagogy, like leadership, is an activity.

How we talk about people in the organization, how we refer
to them (colleagues versus subordinates or participants
versus followers), and how the organization is structured are
indicators of inclusive environments (Hesselbein, 2002).
Class discussion has been advocated for a variety of reasons,
including its inherently democratic nature (Redfield, 2000),
its emphasis on active learning (Cross, 2002), and its
impact on the development of problem solving (Gilmore
& Schall, 1996) and critical thinking skills (Robinson &
Schaible, 1993). Instructional developers suggest that
compared to the traditional lecture method, discussion elicits
higher-level reflective thinking and problem solving and
that information learned through discussion is generally
retained better than information learned through lecture
(Ewens, 2000). However, equally important is the role
that student participation during discussion might play in
leadership development. Thus, here are some practical tips
for facilitating discussion-based pedagogy in your leadership
course:

• Also focus on listening. In his “Grounded Theory of
High-Quality Leadership Programs,” Eich (2008) identified
“Meaningful Discussions” (improving listening and speaking
communication skills through listening to others and telling
their own thoughts) and “Episodes of Difference” (gaining
eye-opening new perspectives they were unaware of
through sharing experiences with peers, learning different
ways of leading through witnessing different leadership
styles, and becoming more open-minded and less judging
while reconciling their worldview) as Student-Centered
Experiential Learning Experiences.
• Consider requiring students to facilitate discussions
on topics versus giving passive presentations. I have
successfully and effectively used this technique in both
undergraduate and graduate leadership courses. Make sure to
develop a clear rubric and require student facilitators to do
less than 50% of the talking during their time limit.

• Set and discuss expectations with your students just like
you would in an initial meeting with collaborators, team
members, or in preparation for strategic planning (see for
example Owen, Komives, Lucas, & McMahon, 2007;
Weimer, 2013). Why should we treat our students any
differently that we would our peers and colleagues?

• Finally, if you want discussion to be an effective
pedagogy for teaching leadership, make sure to consider
the environment as well as the physical layout of your
classroom. If a small class size is not practical, invoke
smaller groups within a larger class that might have similar
effects (Odom, 2015). And, if your classroom is set up
lecture style, reorganize the chairs into a circle or square and
sit with your students.

• “The role of the leadership educator is not to deliver or
transmit information,” suggests Wisniewski (2010), who
found that traditional approaches to teaching leadership
education would most likely be met with resistance, “but
rather to actively engage the learners in constructing personal
theories and philosophies of leadership by creating a learning
environment that builds upon learners’ existing knowledge
and experiential base” (p. 65). Make time to empower your
students to contribute and add their perspective and insight
to the teaching and learning process. Consider a dialogue
early in the semester — and perhaps even a similar check-in

Experiential learning and discussion-based activities
provide students a supportive, inclusive environment to
actively engage in leadership and process experiences,
developing leadership skills and philosophies. Moreover,
discussion-based pedagogies in the leadership classroom are

Meet Dan Jenkins

Dan Jenkins, Ph.D., is Director and Assistant Professor of Leadership & Organizational
Studies at the University of Southern Maine. He received his doctorate in Curriculum &
Instruction (Higher Education Administration) as well as an M.A. in Political Science from
the University of South Florida, and a B.S. in Communication Studies from The Florida
State University. The chief focus of Dan’s research agenda is leadership education and
he has taught graduate and undergraduate courses in Leadership, Organizational Theory,
Political Science, and Research Methods. Dan is a past chair of the ILA Leadership
Education MIG, Secretary of the Association of Leadership Educators, and Co-Chair of
the ILA Leadership Education Academy. Follow Dan @Dr_Leadership.
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meant to empower students and instructors in an inclusive
environment that promotes the discovery and sharing of
information and knowledge relationally. The instructor
directs the process, modeling it for the students, aiming
to inspire, and rewarding students with new ideas about
leadership.

Jenkins, D. M. (in press). Teaching leadership online: An
exploratory study of instructional and assessment strategy use.
Journal of Leadership Education, 15(2), 129-149. Retrieved
from http://journalofleadershiped.org/attachments/article/431/
v15i2jenkins0462.pdf
Kasulis, T. P. (1982). Questioning. In M. M. Gullette (Ed.), The
Art and Craft of Teaching. Cambridge, MA: Harvard-Danforth
Center for Teaching and Learning.
Komives, S. R., Lucas, N., & McMahon, T. R. (2007). Exploring
leadership: For college students who want to make a
difference (2nd ed.). San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.
Komives, S. R., Lucas, N., & McMahon, T. R. (2013). Exploring
leadership: For college students who want to make a
difference (3rd ed.). San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.
Kouzes, J. M. & Posner, B. Z. (2012). The leadership challenge
(5th ed). San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass
Odom, S. F. (2015). Undergraduate student perceptions of
the pedagogy used in a leadership course: A qualitative
examination. Journal of Leadership Education, 14(2), 17-29.
Redfield, J. (January 20, 2000). On discussion teaching. Retrieved
from http://teaching.uchicago.edu/handbook/tac10.html
Robinson, B. D., & Schaible, R. (1993). Women and men teaching
“Men, women, and work.” Teaching Sociology, 21, 363–70.
Retrieved from http://www.jstor.org/stable/1319085
Weimer, M. (2013, January 9). First day of class activities that
create a climate for learning. Faculty Focus. Retrieved from
http://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/teaching-professor-blog/
Wisniewski, M. A. (2010). Leadership and the Millennials:
Transforming today’s technological teens in tomorrow’s
leaders. Journal of Leadership Education, 9(1), 53-68.
Retrieved from http://www.journalofleadershiped.org/
attachments/article/169/JOLE_9_1_Wisniewski.pdf
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Featured Author Interview

LEADing Small Business
by Stewart Barnes, Steve Kempster, and Sue Smith (Edward Elgar, 2015)

KEN PARRY: I’m pleased to be interviewing Steve
Kempster, one of the authors of LEADing Small Business:
Business Growth Through Leadership Development. Steve,
you started professional life as a surveyor. You ran your own
SME [small and medium-sized enterprises]. How did that
experience prepare you for what was to become LEADing
Small Business?

This was different from the
employed managers. The
owner-managers also had a
fundamental difference in
their sense of identification
with leadership, the
salience of leadership.
For the owner-managers
this identification was very low. Sometimes leadership was
rejected. It was the reason why they left being employed and
became owners. Few aspired to being seen as a leader. This
was different from the employed managers who saw being
seen as a leader as a hallmark of a successful career.

Steve Kempster: That question takes me back. It’s been a
few years…. I was only 26-31 but, it was such a formative
experience. What struck me at the time and stayed with
me, and which certainly shaped LEADing Small Business,
was how isolated and how unconfident I felt — always
wondering about what I was doing and if I was doing it right
and sort of assuming that everyone else knew what to do and
it was just me not knowing. It was just like that employing
people. I remember my first employee and how unconfident
I was regarding what to ask her to do. Even writing the
offer letter for the job and setting up the tax etc.; what a
nightmare!

Additionally, what was striking was the lack of notable
people for the owner-managers to compare themselves to.
This was exactly the same experience I had when running a
business — and part of the insecurity issue. I could not easily
compare myself to others. What a difference that would
have made. In contrast, that type of comparison happens
so naturally in the employed context. It happens every day.
It’s not a conscious thing, but it imperceptibly shapes what
the employed managers do and shapes the sort of leader
they become or wish to become. A form of aspirational
identity shaped by continually comparing oneself to the rich
variety of others who are about in an abundance of different
contexts. The variety of contexts is another thing that really
impacts in two different and contrasting ways between
the self-employed — owner-managers — and employed
managers. Employed managers described a career full of
variety of people to compare with and also a career full
of a variety of different contexts, different roles, different

I feel it all flowing back as we talk. But, to your question.
This experience was not a lone one. As I undertook my
PhD research 15 years or so ago, I sought to compare the
experiences of owner-managers and how they learned to
lead with the experiences of employed managers. I also
compared men and women learning to lead as well as the
difference between private sector and public sector. That’s
all in my first book How Managers Have Learnt to Lead.
What emerged had deep resonances with my experience. It
varied in lots of ways, of course, but issues of confidence,
loneliness, and insecurity kept emerging with ownermanagers.

Meet Steve Kempster

Steve Kempster is Professor of Leadership Learning and Development at Lancaster University
Management School, UK. Along with LEADing Small Business he is author of How Managers
Have Learnt to Lead and co-editor of Responsible Leadership: Realism and Romanticism and
has published widely in The Leadership Quarterly, Management Learning, Leadership, and other
top ranking journals. Steve’s first career was as a chartered surveyor where he ran his own
practice. In his second career he has given keynote addresses at various conferences speaking
on leadership learning, responsible leadership, and the relevance gap in leadership research.
Steve’s research and engagement interests emphasize bridging the relevance gap through
addressing the question, “Leadership for what?”
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countries sometimes, and also different organizations
and different sectors. In comparison, typically the ownermanagers stayed in the same sector in the same organization.
They experienced the same thing, or very similar things,
occurring day after day. They did not aspire to become better
at leading. They were the boss and this was how they led.
People fitted in around them. I’m generalizing, of course, but
you get the drift of the argument.

program in order to get a deep insight into what goes on at
the granular detail. Sue led the establishment of the LEAD
Programme at Lancaster [Lancaster University Management
School], and led to it being rolled out now to more than
3000 businesses. There’s nothing about LEAD that isn’t
Sue. But Stewart was the one who most kindly did the
interviewing. He runs the LEAD Programme in the South
West of England, through his own organization, Quolux. The
three characters that make up the story are alumni from one
of his cohorts. He also did the transcriptions from which he
produced the first cut of the auto-ethnographies. Sue and I
then pulled and tugged at these, interrogating the stories by
applying the theory of leadership learning that underpinned
the program.

But here’s the thing that really, really stood out that impacted
all of this and became the key cornerstone to the LEAD
Programme, which we captured in the book. How to make
leadership salient. How to make it stand out. How to make
it something the owner-managers saw as deeply valuable,
something they wished to get better at and aspire to reshape
their sense of self and identity. This was the big difference
with the employed managers – leadership was already very
salient in their lived experiences.

It was surprisingly enjoyable. There were some tensions,
caused by me mostly. [Chuckle] Not quite Roger Waters
and David Gilmour [members of the band Pink Floyd] but
we did see things differently. Stewart’s great insight comes
from standing astride the practice world — he was a board
director of a medium sized business for many years — and
the academic world. And I don’t. So I kept pushing the
theory insight and Stewart pushed back not wanting this to
suffocate the transfer to everyday reality. Sue was able to
arbitrate wonderfully, see both sides, and importantly anchor
the insights we were both pushing for into the history and
essence of what the program is all about, where it has come
from, and why is seems to so work.

So a very long answer to your question Ken, but my
experience was in the DNA of the LEAD Programme. The
program seeks to make leadership salient to the ownermanagers. I remember when we were seeking funding
for the program, to set up some pilot cohorts, I said to the
government agency here in the UK, don’t measure us on
the increase in profits, sales, employment etc. Measure us
on how we increase leadership salience in these ownermanagers. The rest will follow. They sort of agreed and half
the measures were ultimately on this and the other half on
sales, profit, and employment.

We hope we have found the right balance
Ken: I think you have found a great balance. Am I right that
you have received awards for the book?

Ken: Thanks, Steve. Before you say more on the book there
were three people wrote this book. It must have been so
rewarding to work with Sue Smith and Stewart Barnes. How
did the three of you complement each other?

Steve: Not quite. The book has been nominated for three
awards and made long-lists, but no cigar! But George
Osborne, the Chancellor of the Exchequer [the British
equivalent of a Secretary of the Treasury or Minister of
Finance], has read the book and wrote a nice letter saying it
chimes with government policy. So that’s all good then, as
they say!

Steve: Yes it was. I have to say that Stewart did the heavy
lifting. Sue and I had the idea for the book and the publisher
was keen. The idea was to undertake a series of autoethnographic stories of people who had traveled through the

Meet Ken Parry

Ken Parry is Professor of Leadership Studies at Deakin Business School in Melbourne, Australia.
He is a regular Visiting Professor at The University of Lancaster. He is published widely in The
Leadership Quarterly, Leadership, and other top ranking journals and is co-author of the hugely
successful book A Very Short, Fairly Interesting and Reasonably Cheap Book About Studying
Leadership. Ken is a former inventory manager in manufacturing industry. He has addressed the
Senior Executive Service of the Federal Public Service at the National Press Club in Canberra
and is widely used to address professional conferences on leadership. Ken’s executive education
and training always receives the best evaluations. His present interests are critical realist
grounded theory, autoethnography, and the male role in diversity and gender research.
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Ken: Wonderful. Steve, how does LEAD help people to
develop leadership, in self and in others, over time?

— of situated learning that makes the program successful
requires time. It’s an endless interactive and emergent
process. A sort of emergent curriculum occurs, where
each cohort travels its own journey made up of the events,
incidents, reflective moments, crisis, successes, tragedies
— a potpourri of a process. There’s the fundamental need to
give the process a chance to work, a gestation period so to
speak.

Steve: That’s the money question, Ken. LEAD addresses
the fundamental underlying aspects that shape how people
learn to lead. It addresses the structural weaknesses that the
SME context has. We now know, for example, that we learn
to lead mostly through leadership learning, and not through
leadership development.

There are a set of dynamics that make up the program:
masterclasses — to stimulate imagination, vision, aspiration,
and reflection; action learning sets; paired exchanges —
visiting each other’s organization to see how each other
leads; co-consulting; and executive coaching. But each
alone is not the key. They mix and entwine together. I
recall a train-the-trainers event and the agency funding the
event was outlining how they were going to measure the
performance of the providers of LEAD being rolled out.
Each element was going to be measured separately. I offer
the following analogy — taken from my good colleague
Peter Checkland — “you have marbles and a bird’s nest.
You can shine up your marbles all you like but they cannot
connect — rather they bounce off each other. Alternatively
the LEAD Programme seeks to create a bird’s nest where
each element is a twig that is intertwined. However ugly the
twig, its contribution is in the making of the whole.”

Ken: What’s the difference?
Steve: Leadership development is a form of leadership
learning as an organized intervention — formal and quasi
formal — to stimulate development; a reflective and
instructive dynamic. Leadership learning could be in a
classroom — although this is least effective; it could be
in an experiential, challenging outdoor type of event used
to stimulate reflection, or mentoring, or coaching; or it
could be action learning. The less formal and more attuned
with naturalistic events the more successful. Naturalistic
leadership learning occurs imperceptibly, as a form of
background influence. Parents, teachers, a very good, or bad,
or ordinary boss is instructive. All roles instruct and some
are more or less instructive. And alongside this and informed
through these dynamics is a strange but ever present learning
called situated learning. It’s a bit like dark matter in the
universe. Eighty percent of the universe is made up of stuff
we cannot see, but we know it must be there if the physics
we know are to remain correct. This is the same, so to
speak, with leadership learning. Processes of leadership, and
followership, and socialization go on all the time unnoticed
in the background.

Ken, it takes time to build a bird’s nest. It takes time for
LEAD to work — typically 10 months.
Ken: Steve, I’m curious as to whether the approach of the
LEAD Programme is applicable for large organizations. Do
you think there is scope here if leadership learning is going
on all the time like you described?

The LEAD programme seeks to focus on underlying
naturalistic leadership learning and add to this as an
explicit part of its design to address the SME context and
its structural weaknesses as we discussed earlier — too
few people to observe, too few different roles, and too few
different contexts.

Steve: Good point, good question. I think it would need a
redesign, but not in a big way. The key advantage of the
approach is that it is able to address underlying leadership
learning dynamics that shape the socialization of how to
lead, and follow, in a particular context. So, for example, it
could make a difference in addressing ethical socialization.
We know that people in large organizations become
socialized into amoral behaviour. However good leadership
development approaches are that seek to stimulate ethical
leadership if the underlying socialization processes are not
addressed, there will be very little change. A LEAD type

Ken: The LEAD programme takes all year! Come on Steve,
surely one can learn leadership faster than that?
Steve: Mate, this is the point. To engage with the dark matter
— not to be confused with the dark side from Stars Wars

ILA Members download Chapter 3, “LEAD Journey: Month 1 - March / Theory
Sandwich 3 Leadership Learning” from LEADing Small Business
Log in at: https://ila.memberclicks.net/chapter-downloadsInternational Leadership Association
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program could make significant change to practice here. I’m
speculating here on the basis of what we know about how
managers learn to lead. I have no direct evidence, as we do
with the LEAD Programme’s impact on owner-managers,
but it seems very plausible to me that if the key aspect is
identified that requires change — as we identified making
leadership more salient with owner-managers in LEAD —
and an emergent curriculum is enabled over a long gestation
period, I think you would see good results.

Imagine a world where the C-Suite assumes responsibility
for financial dividends, but also sees that this is
fundamentally connected to responsible physical resource
utilization — both physical and human. Less wastage, less
carbon — the resource dividend. Motivated human resources
that are creative and innovative enhancing efficiency and
greater resource utilization and greater customer care.
Supply chain activities that address local and global
community and environmental responsibilities. This attention
enhances the market dividend through brand enhancement.
I said this to my son Robert in the car just yesterday. He is
studying bio-informatics looking at protein refinement. He
said, “This is surely common sense. In fact, compared to bioinformatics all of your stuff seems blindingly common sense.
Why would it be otherwise? Why do leaders not make this
happen? If you don’t connect this all together you’re bound
to make less profit?”

Ken: Steve, you’ve touched on ethics and there is much
discussion about the ethics of leadership. Some people say
that integrity is axiomatic of leadership. Others say that
leadership is value-free. What is your take on this timeless
argument?
Steve: For me, leadership is fundamentally a process of
influencing the sense-making of others. Trying to get them
to understand what the past was about, what the issues are in
the present, and what we need to do going forward and that
where we are going is worth the effort – that is, it is morally
worthwhile. If leaders are shaping people’s sense-making
then this is a deeply ethical process. But, as I mentioned
just now to the previous question, socialization in the
organizational crucible appears to forge amoral management;
and rather disturbing research suggests that this occurs at
increasingly senior positions of leadership. The countless
media tales of leadership indiscretion is testament to this. I
guess leaders may say they are acting for the greater good. I
think what they mean actually is that financial performance
is an ethical goal in itself that therefore enlists all in the
organization to work for this end.

Our responsibility as a leadership studies, leadership
development community surely is to address this common
sense wisdom of a 22-year old. How do we get the following
question addressed: Leadership for what?
Leadership is probably the most influential mechanism
that exists to generate advances in humanity and the
human condition. The responsibilities of leadership are to
address the financial dividend, but this is but one aspect of
responsibility. And here’s the thing, the financial dividend
is underachieved if the financial dividend is the sole
responsibility of leadership.
What might happen if leadership decided to embrace its full
responsibilities…. Well, the members of the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development — constituted by
some 200 businesses — generate 10% of the world’s output.
This leadership could decide that they wanted to increase
their dividends and do something about two billion people
who do not have access to toilets!

Ken: Steve, this sounds a bit like the difference between
the financial accountability of leadership vis-à-vis the
responsibility of leadership. People in leadership positions
must be accountable for more than financial dividends,
surely?
Steve: I think you have put your finger right on the big issue
for us all, Ken. The credit crunch occurred not because of
a few greedy people, but because of a complex structural
system that these people were within and in which they
played their part.

Ken: Indeed. Steve, what haven’t I asked you that I should
have?

If you may, let me get on my leadership soapbox and tie
a few loose ends together. Leadership studies have been
preoccupied with what leaders should be — be authentic, be
considerate, be ethical, be transformational, etc. — and have
not placed weight on the purposes of their leadership.

Ken: Thank you, Steve. I’ve enjoyed our conversation.

International Leadership Association

Steve: I’ve probably said too much! Thank you very much
for the interview and the thoughtful questions, Ken.
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Field Report

Leaning In Globally - Female Expatriate Leaders
and the Deconstruction of Cultural Bias
Some pathways to research are clear and deliberate, while
others amble through periods of fits and starts. As an
active-duty Lieutenant Colonel in the United States Air
Force, I was searching for a research topic to focus my
doctoral dissertation and complete my doctoral studies in
interdisciplinary leadership. After some time, I finally asked
myself, “What do I already know? Where has my experience
taken me?” After a period of critical self-reflection, I
discovered that I had travelled to over 40 countries, was
passionate about global issues, and had served as a female
expatriate leader in eight nations across the globe. As a
result, I formulated a plan and began a study on female
expatriate leaders that is now complete and has gained
traction in the leadership community.

within the Department of Defense or the U.S. military, and;
2) Served overseas in a multinational organization, and; 3)
Served in a mid-to-senior level leadership position.
Fifteen women were invited to participate in this study
and nine women agreed and were available to participate.
The female participants had a wide variety of experience
as depicted by Figure 1. Of the nine participants, five had
previous or current military experience. As for length
of time in the U.S. government, the participants’ service
spanned from 15 to 36 years, with an average of 28 years
in the government. With regard to overseas’ experience,
the participants had an impressive array of travel and work
that spanned the globe. Two women spent over half of their
careers overseas and every woman worked in more than one
overseas location.

While women have increased access to mid-to-senior
level management positions and the gender gap continues
to narrow, there remains a solid disparity between male
and female expatriates across the globe. Although many
multinational organizations are reluctant to send females
overseas, organizations that have integrated female
expatriates into their leadership ranks have experienced
a number of benefits. With this in mind, I launched an
interpretive phenomenological analysis study on how female
expatriate leaders, specifically in the U.S. government,
experience their leadership overseas in multinational
organizations.

With regard to education, all participants possessed at
least a master’s-level degree, and three had completed a
law degree. Seven of the nine women, at the time of the
interview, filled senior or executive-level positions within the
U.S. government. In fact, three of the women interviewed
were the first women in their professional field to reach
their leadership rank and position. Consequently, this pool
of participants is a rare find, especially amongst female
expatriates.
Overall, analysis of the interview data resulted in the
following eight themes:

Because I’m currently stationed in Washington D.C., I had a
perfect opportunity to make contact and conduct face-to-face
interviews with my female study participants. The following
criteria were used to select participants for the study: 1)
Served in the U.S. government, to include any organization

Theme 1: Expatriate experience is professionally and
personally rewarding

Meet Carly Speranza

Carly Speranza is a faculty member and Chair of the Intelligence Enterprise and Leadership
Department at National Intelligence University in Washington, D.C. where she instructs
graduate students on Leadership and Management, and National Strategy. She is also an
active duty Lieutenant Colonel in the United States Air Force where she has served for 17+
years. She holds a master’s degree in International Relationship from Troy State University,
a master’s degree in Strategic Intelligence from National Defense Intelligence College, and
a Doctorate of Education in Interdisciplinary Leadership Studies from Creighton University.
Carly can be reached at CarlySperanza@creighton.edu.
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Theme 2: Being a female expatriate can be isolating, but not
lonely
Theme 3: Others’ adjustment to their gender as female
expatriate leaders
Theme 4: Specific leadership traits and behaviors can
remove cultural and gender barriers
Theme 5: Cultural adjustment is challenging, immerse in the
culture early
Theme 6: Relationships are critical to expatriate success
Theme 7: Senior-level females are often tested or ignored
after they first arrive
Theme 8: Serving as a female expatriate can make a way
forward for other women
However, this study went beyond the identification and
analysis of the themes; the findings were also applied against
a social construction framework. Specifically, the study
embraced the following definition of social construction:
for individuals, understanding and meaning of the world
is “formed through interactions with others and through
historical and cultural norms that operate in individuals’
lives” (Creswell, 2013, p.25). It was within this context that
most, if not all, of the female participants in this research
study experienced bias against their gender.
Most cultures and nations of the world are unaccustomed
to women in high-level leadership positions, especially
within the military. As a result, most people have never set
eyes on a high-ranking female officer and, in most nations,
people are unaware that female general officers exist. Along
these same lines, most men in foreign cultures remain
unaccustomed to engaging with females on business matters,
or in peer-to-peer relationships. This behavior has been
constructed over time as a cultural norm and expectation in
many nations. This helps to explain why the majority of the
women participants experienced overt bias in the beginning
of their expatriate tour, but also why they were able to
remove these barriers over time. In fact, these expatriate
women may have caused the first-ever “deconstruction” of
gender bias that many of the foreign men and women they
encountered have ever experienced.
As long as women remain on the sidelines and do not
participate in leadership positions, most cultures will
continue to exhibit bias against female leaders because the
social structure does not anticipate or advocate for women in
leadership positions. An increase in female expatriates can
help the monetary bottom-line of most organizations, and
begin to “deconstruct” the social fabric that presently allows
women to be overlooked and disregarded for leadership
opportunities in most present-day cultures.

International Leadership Association

What does this mean in the global context? Women need
to continue to seek leadership positions, both inside and
outside of their country, especially in nations that engage in
both patrilineality and oppression of women. Furthermore,
organizations must understand that by including women as
expatriate leaders, they provide female role models to the
local culture, encourage additional female participation in
the organization, ensure diversity of thought and action, and
begin to deconstruct cultural bias against female leadership.
Over the last year, I have spoken at several national and
international conferences to present my findings and
encourage women to lean in, not only at a national level, but
at a global level because female participation is paramount to
the inclusion and representation of 50 percent of the world’s
population.
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Community Digest

Followership In Action
Cases and Commentaries
Rodger: That is a great
story. So, why was it
important to write this book
on followership?

The Followership Learning Community (FLC) is dedicated
to the development of knowledge, competencies, and
programs concerning the leader-follower relationship. It
focuses on research, collaboration, and dissemination of
ideas and information.

Rob: It is really fascinating
to consider how many
books continue to be
written on leadership that
exclude followers. While we find various other terms in
the literature that are used to describe leaders and those
being led such as boss-subordinate, leader-member, etc.,
each of those pairings seems to be devoid of the relational
value inherently described by the leader-follower paradigm.
Suffice it to say, in today’s work environment that relational
value is increasingly relevant as leadership becomes less
and less about the person at the top of an organization and
more and more about the people who lead and follow other
people in their respective roles. In essence, leadership is a
relational process that is increasingly distributed throughout
an organization.

The FLC is excited about the publication of a new book,
Followership in Action: Cases and Commentaries, edited
by the past chair of the FLC, Rob Koonce, and featuring
the work of many ILA FLC members, including myself.
As the chair of the FLC Community of Practice, I am
pleased to share this short interview between myself
and Rob, introducing ILA members to the book. Please
download the free chapter listed at the end of this article
and take advantage of the special offer from Emerald Group
Publishing if you wish to read more!
Rodger Adair: Hello Rob, I’m excited to talk with you
about our new book, Followership in Action: Cases and
Commentaries! There is a lot of excitement building around
this book’s recent release. What was the impetus for putting
this book together?

Rodger: What gaps does this book fill?

Rob Koonce: Thank you, Rodger. The idea behind the layout
of this book was actually generated during a traditional
class that I was facilitating about three to four years ago on
negotiation and conflict resolution. One of the students in
the class made a comment about one of the cases we were
reviewing at the time which, in turn, prompted me to ask
myself what the two course texts I was using at the time
would look like if they were merged into one publication.
One book was heavily case driven and more practical, while
the other book was more scholarly. I filed that thought away
and came back to it when I began to think more about a new
book on followership.

Rob: When I wrote the proposal for Followership in Action,
I wanted to totally separate scholarship from practice. I have
always believed that if you can first emotionally engage
someone in a topic of interest, they are much more likely to
commit cognitive energy to better understand the material.
That’s exactly why we laid the book out in the manner that
we did with each practical case study being followed by a
scholarly commentary and discussion questions. The layout

Meet Rob Koonce

Rob Koonce is an affiliate faculty member of the doctoral program in Interdisciplinary
Leadership at Creighton University. Over the past three decades, his professional career
includes serving in the capacity of director of continuing legal education and professional
development for a state organization, chief executive of a small business, consultant, medical
researcher, and educational trainer in pediatric metabolism. As the Founder of Can We
Communicate, Rob now enjoys utilizing these experiences to help others think more boldly
about the world around them. Rob can be reached at r2koonce@gmail.com.
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was intended as an educational tool for generating dialogue
on followership in academic and other organizational
settings. It was also intentionally written with three
audiences in mind: students, scholars, and practitioners.

cases deal with a variety of topics such as board relations,
consulting, organizational culture, cybersecurity, diversity,
franchising, and training and development. Each case asks
probing questions about specific scenarios involving leaders
and followers.

Followership in Action also helps us to better understand
the question of how followership applies in a wide variety
of contexts. The book was also conceived as a way to
provide followers with a voice by using everyday workrelated scenarios to show how followers actively contribute
to organizational outcomes. It allows the readers to closely
examine the actions of followers. I think we could agree they
deserve that voice.

One fascinating case explores provocative ethical questions
surrounding the film The Wave, while another case asks how
followers get promoted into leadership positions for which
they are neither qualified, nor trained, to perform. Why do
these scenarios occur? Who is involved? What changes need
to be instituted? Also, think about the thought-provoking
case you wrote involving Bernie Madoff. As you clearly
note, Bernie Madoff did not act alone. Followers copy
unethical behavior that leaders condone, or even initiate. We
see this scenario play out time and again. The cases in this
book cover a broad spectrum of scenarios.

Rodger: Great point on voice. What should a reader expect
to find in this book?
Rob: The applications in Followership in Action are
intentionally broad. I am also proud to say that they are
global. The book contains 25 cases in the arts, business,
education, ethics, and government written from the
perspectives of more than 30 scholars and practitioners
from around the globe, including India, Malaysia, Canada,
France, the Netherlands, the UK, and the United States. The

Rodger: Thanks for the interview, Rob.
Rob: Thank you, Rodger. The editors look forward to
hearing how everyone is using this book in the classroom
and other corporate, for-profit, not-for-profit, and non-profit
settings.

ILA Members download Chapter “Dancing Leader” by ILA Board Member Rens van
Loon and Karlijn Kouwenhoven from Followership in Action: Cases and Commentaries
International Leadership Association
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Community Digest

Women and Boards of Directors
Call for Abstracts
Deadline: 15 June 2016
View Complete Call for Abstracts
VOLUME EDITORS
Lynne E. Devnew, University of Phoenix, USA
Ronald J. Burke, York University, Canada
Marlene Janzen Le Ber, Brescia University College, Canada
Mariateresa Torchia, Witten Herdecke University, Germany

constructive and future-oriented ideas and strategies to
the individuals who can influence the growth of women’s
participation on the boards of directors of for-profit and nonprofit organizations. The co-editors envision a volume that is
accessible to a wide audience that includes both academics
and practitioners. This volume will be useful for those who
propose and set policies related to boards, those who form or
serve on boards, and women who aspire to serve on boards.
To meet these objectives, the language and style must be
accessible to practitioner readers.

BOOK SERIES OVERVIEW
Women and Leadership: Research, Theory, and Practice
is a series of books being published to inform leadership
scholars and practitioners. This publishing project represents
a synergistic initiative involving the International Leadership
Association, Information Age Publishing, and three
leadership scholars (Drs. Susan R. Madsen, Faith Wambura
Ngunjiri,and Karen A. Longman); the series emerged from
the expanding work of ILA’s Women and Leadership Affinity
Group.

Women and Boards of Directors is a global issue, and this
book will take a global perspective. It will include four
sections: research related to (a) individual board members;
(b) the boards of directors (c) the organizational context of
the boards; and (d) the societal and global environments
of the women and boards of directors. A more complete
description of possible topics under each section is provided
below.

The overall series is cross-disciplinary and represents
organizational/institutional, national, and international
perspectives. Each volume focuses on a specific theme, with
chapters related to relevant research, theory, and practice.
Across the series, a goal is to enhance knowledge and
application about the leadership experiences and leadership
development of women in different sectors, geographic
regions, and personal/professional contexts.

An additional objective of the co-editors is to present the
latest research, relevant case studies, and best practices
related to for-profit and non-profit governance boards. To
emphasize this, each of the four sections identified above
will be introduced through a chapter authored by an invited
expert who will to address the current state of research
related to the section topic. Topics to be covered in each of
the volume’s four sections may include, but are not limited
to: Individual Board Members, Boards of Directors,
Organizational Context of the Boards, and Societal and
Global Environment of the Women and Boards.

The intended audiences for volumes include: (1) leadership
scholars, researchers, educators, and leadership development
practitioners; and (2) future, emerging, and current leaders
in various sectors. Volume editors and chapter authors
are committed to speaking clearly and confidently about
the theory, research, and best practices in a voice that is
understood by readers across a variety of settings. Research
reported must be grounded in and consistent with the best
and latest research.

LEARN MORE
Download Submission Details & Instructions

VOLUME BACKGROUND & DESCRIPTION
Women and Boards of Directors is intended to change
practice by mobilizing existing knowledge and presenting

International Leadership Association
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L eadership
J obs B oard

Journal Symposium on
Sustainability Leadership

For complete information, including application
instructions, visit the link below each listing.

The Sustainability Leadership Learning Community (SLLC)
is a place for individuals interested in thinking, teaching,
researching and programming around the emerging paradigm
of leadership for sustainability. Our hope is to provide a
dynamic space to foster collaboration and advance research.

To view a complete list of all openings on our Jobs
Board, please visit: www.ila-net.org/LeadershipJobs.
Coordinator for President’s Leadership Program
President’s Leadership Program, Christopher Newport
University, Newport News, VA, USA
Closing Date: 5/10/2016
View Complete Description

As part of our efforts to create this space, SLLC coconveners, Paul Kosempel and Samuel Wilson, served
as guest editors of the Journal of Leadership Studies’
symposium on sustainability leadership. We are pleased to
announce that our symposium on sustainability leadership,
composed of four deeply interesting and thought-provoking
contributions from ILA members, is now available.

Executive Director/Professor of Practice
Hart Center for Engineering Leadership, Southern
Methodist University Lyle School of Engineering
Dallas, TX, USA
Closing Date: Until Filled; Review beings May 15th.
View Complete Description

Contributions include: “Rediscovering Deep Time:
Sustainability and the Need to Re-Engage With Multiple
Dimensions of Time in Leadership Studies” (Rian
Satterwhite, Kate Sheridan, and Whitney McIntyre Miller);
“Experiences as a Key Factor Toward Sustainability
Leadership” (Virpi Koskela and Kathryn Goldman
Schuyler); “Climate Change Leadership as Sustainability
Leadership” (Deborah R. Gallagher); and “Enactment of
a Sustainable Vision in the Dual Context of the Tropical
Biosphere and the Developing World” (Paul Kosempel and
Linda G. Olson). ILA members can download these articles
free of charge, by accessing the journal through the ILA
member login link.

Faculty Member
School of Leadership Studies, Royal Roads University
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
Closing Date: 5/20/2016
View Complete Description
Assistant/Associate Professor of Leadership Studies
Marian University, Fond du Lac, WI, USA
Closing Date: Until Filled
View Complete Description

Many of our members want to better understand how to
actually enact leadership for sustainability, not simply better
understand how to conceptualize sustainability leadership.
Given this, one of our aims in curating this symposium
was to put aside abstract questions of construct definition
and focus on the social, spatial and especially temporal
boundaries within which leadership for sustainability is
enacted.

Organizational Psychology Prog, Half-time Open
Rank
Alliant International University, Fresno, CA, USA
Closing Date: Until Filled
View Complete Description
Business Management & International Business, FullTime Instructor
Mott Community College, Flint, Michigan, USA
Closing Date: 7/2/2016
View Complete Description

We commend this symposium on sustainability leadership
to you and welcome your reflections, comments, and ideas
about how we can serve you throughout 2016 in your quest
to deepen your understanding of the theory and practice of
leadership for sustainability.

Looking for a new colleague to join the team?
ILA Group Members enjoy special pricing on job
announcements. Submit yours today.

You can contact the community leaders, Paul Kosempel and
Samuel Wilson, at sustainabilityleadership@ila-net.com.
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Leadership Events & Opportunities — Print, Post, & Pass It On
There is so much going on in the world of leadership that ILA members are involved in! “Print, Post, & Pass It On,” is
the place where members can share leadership events, opportunities, and even survey requests with other members. If
you have an item for inclusion please email dderuyver@ila-net.org, but please note, we do not guarantee publication of
your item nor do we make any warranty regarding the items listed. Find ILA events on the following page.

Conferences, Symposia,
Workshops, MOOCs, Etc.
May 24-July 19
Ethical Leadership: Character, Civility,
and Community, Boston University
FREE Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) taught by Walter Earl Fluker
May 25-26
Developing Women’s Leadership:
Theory and Practice, workshop,
University of Roehampton, UK. For
more information, contact Carole Elliot,
carole.elliott@roehampton.ac.uk
June 1-4
Manageable Cooperation? Euram
2016, Paris, France
June 5-8
Women in Higher Education Leadership
Summit, San Diego, California, USA
June 5-9
Library Leadership in a Sea of
Change, 37th annual conference of the
International Association of University
Libraries, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
June 12-14
Collaboration, Creativity & Change,
2016 EFMD Annual Conference, Rome,
Italy
June 20-22
Engaging Young Leaders: A
Contemporary and Compassionate
Approach to Teaching Leadership,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA

Jun. 21-22
Becoming a Leader - A Matter of
Education? Conference at University of
Nordland, Bodø, Norway

Sep. 6-8
Thriving in Turbulent Times, 2016
British Academy of Management annual
conference, Newcastle University, UK

July. 1
CFP Deadline: Under New
Management: Innovating for
Sustainable and Just Futures, 30th
Australian and New Zealand Academy
of Management conference, 6-9
December, Brisbane, Australia

Nov. 17-18
8th Annual Global Peter Drucker Forum,
The Entrepreneurial Society, Vienna,
Austria

July 7-9
EGOS, Naples, Italy
July 10-13
Prospecting for Leadership, annual
conference of the Association of
Leadership Educators, Sacramento, CA,
USA
Jul. 10-17
8th Annual Peru Leadership Adventure
Huber Inca Trail and Machu Picchu via
Lima, Cuzco, and various historical and
cultural sites
Jul. 17-24
1st Annual Eurasian Doctoral Summer
Academy for doctoral researchers within
the social sciences, Varna, Bulgaria
Jul. 18-21
Intentional and Evidence-Based
Practice in Leadership Education:
Celebrating 20 Years of the Social
Change Model of Leadership
Development, National Leadership
Symposium 2016, University of
Tampa, FL, USA

Publication CFPs
June 1
Call for Case Proposals - Developing
Leaders for Positive Organizing
(forthcoming from Emerald). Please
submit within these six topic areas:
emergent mindset, courage, forgiveness,
mental fitness, positive energy, and
human values.
Sep. 1
Abstract submission deadline for
a special journal symposium on
Achieving Ethical Leadership to be
published in the Fall 2017 issue of the
Journal of Leadership Studies.

Awards
Jul. 15
Peter Drucker Challenge - The Peter
Drucker Society of Europe is pleased to
invite students from across the world to
submit an essay on the topic The New
Entrepreneurs: Movers and Shakers in
Economy and Society? Cash prize of €
1,000 plus travel/registration to Peter
Drucker Forum in Vienna, Austria.

See ILA Events & Opportunities on Next Page!
International Leadership Association
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Upcoming ILA Events &
Important Dates
May 11
Leadership Perspectives Webinar: The
Strategist Competency Model
12:00 - 13:00 EDT

DEADLINE: Building Leadership
Bridges Call for Volume Editor &
Theme
Learn more

Learn more | Register

June

May 31

CFP for ILA’s 3rd Biennial Women
& Leadership conference, Advancing
Women in Leadership: Cultivating
Our Whole Selves, opens. Details
forthcoming.

June 10

June 10

June 15

Call for Submissions Deadline:
Kenneth E. Clark Student Research
Award

DEADLINE: 2017 Leadership
Education Academy Call for
Facilitators

DEADLINE: Call for Abstracts,
Women and Boards of Directors
Women and Leadership book Series.

Learn more

Learn more

Learn more

July 1
Call for Submissions Deadline: Fredric
M. Jablin Doctoral Dissertation Award
Learn more

Aug. 10-12

Nov. 2-5

Exploring Leadership in Latin America
ILA topical conference in Lima Perú.
Hosted by Universidad del Pacífico.

ILA’s 18th Annual Global Conference,
The Dynamics of Inclusive Leadership
Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.

Learn more | Register

Learn more

Take $100 off with Code X2016ILA00
Registration increases on May 15th.

N ewsletter A d R ates
The Member Connector goes out each month to all members
of the ILA. Current circulation is 2,700+ in over 70 countries.
Multi-month advertising discounts are available for insertion
orders of three or more months. To place an order please email
Debra DeRuyver at dderuyver@ila-net.org
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Rates:
1/4 page: $300 (non-members); $240
(members)
1/2 page: $600 (non-members); $480
(members)
full page: $1,200 (non-members); $960
(members)

www.ila-net.org

18TH ANNUAL GLOBAL CONFERENCE

The Dynamics of
Inclusive Leadership
November 2 – 5, 2016

Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.

Join the global conversation! More than 1,200 leadership scholars

and researchers, educators and students, coaches and consultants, public leaders and
executives will attend The Dynamics of Inclusive Leadership this November. Will you be
there to share your unique perspectives, experience, and knowledge?
The world needs better leadership and ILA’s mission of promoting a deeper understanding
of leadership knowledge and practice for the greater good aims to make a difference.
Come and contribute to the creation of more integrated leadership thinking, practices,
and solutions that can positively impact our complex global environment.

REGISTER TODAY!

www.ila-net.org/conferences
Questions? conferences@ila-net.org

The Dynamics of Inclusive Leadership
Conference at a Glance

Pre-Conference Workshops

• 200+ workshops, papers, panels, and
presentations

• Building Inclusive Doctoral Programs in Leadership

• Full- and half-day pre- and post-conference
deep-dive, intensive workshops
• 1,200+ attendees from over 50 countries
• Thought-provoking, dynamic keynote
speakers
• A world-class city with unique venues for
exploring the conference theme
• Unparalleled networking opportunities
• Exhibitors from across the globe and an
onsite leadership bookstore

• Developing a New Youth Leadership Conscience Through
Problem-Based Learning and Cultural Competency
• Experience is the Teacher – Become an Inclusive Leader by
Experiencing Traditions, Story-Telling, Rituals, Community-Building
Practices, and Leadership Principles of Diverse and Indigenous
Communities
• Exploring Peace Leadership for Inclusive Communities:
A Leadership Journey to The Carter Center
• Foot-Soldiers in the Fight for Civil Rights: Dynamics of Inclusive
Grass Roots Leadership – The Road Made by Walking
• Foot-Soldiers in the Fight for Civil Rights: Dynamics of Inclusive
Grass Roots Leadership – Witnesses to History
• Global Mindset: The Key to Success in Global Inclusive Leadership
• Identity, Power, and Systems: An Open-Space Dialogue on Critical
Leadership Education

Special Events

• Inclusive Dynamics and Ethical Perspectives: An Ethics Symposium

• Opening Reception at the National Center
for Civil & Human Rights
• Emerging Scholars Research Consortium
• Meet the Leadership Authors Reception

• Inclusive Leadership Practiced by a World Leader in Aviation
• Inspiring Inclusivity: Exploring Dr. King’s “Beloved Community”
• Leading With the Brain AND the Mind: Happiness, Mindfulness,
and the Healthy Leader

• Student Case Competition

• Profiles of Inclusive Leadership: How to Identify and Nurture the
Leadership the World Needs

Community Meals

• Refugee Resettlement and the Local/Global Politics of Culture,
Community, and Inclusive Leadership

• Arts & Leadership Learning Community
Breakfast
• Deans, Directors, and Chairs Networking
Dinner
• Leadership Education MIG Luncheon
• Public Leadership Networking Dinner
• Women and Leadership Networking
Luncheon
• Youth Leadership Member Interest Group
Dinner

• TEaCHing & Learning Leadership in the Digital Age

Post-Conference Workshops
•#DoBlackLivesReallyMatter?
• Inclusive Leadership in the Workplace: Coaching Ourselves as a
Practical, Effective, and Progressive Way to Secure and Increase
Inclusiveness
• Leadership and Tango — Exploring the Dance of Leadership
Through Argentine Tango
• Transcending the Obvious and the Ambiguous: Visual Art as a
Pathway to Inclusive Leadership

Learn more at www.ila-net.org/conferences.

